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Located in Barrack Place on Clarence Street, just steps from Martin Place in Sydney’s 
CBD, Firegrill restaurant and bar offers destination dining with an emphasis on classic 

timeless comfort and quality. Curated by restaurateur Dah Lee and his experienced 
team, the atmosphere is luxurious and refined yet fun, with a décor incorporating dark 

timbers, quartz, leather and three metre tall chandeliers.

The 300 seat Firegrill runs over two floors fronting both Clarence and Kent streets, and 
offers five distinct spaces. There is a casual street level bar and restaurant with double 
height featured walls, the elegant multi-faceted private dining room and event space 
overlooking the restaurant, a rare inner city outdoor courtyard, an open kitchen with 
several chef’s tables and tall tables that offer Kent street views through 7 metre high 

windows, and the luxe mezzanine dining area above with a bespoke cocktail bar 
offering an unmatched beverage selection and full sommelier wine service. 

A Classic Artisan Steak, Seafood and Cocktail Venue



Firegrill offers Sydney a unique perspective on dining, serving 
innovative dishes and beverages, yet maintaining a sense of timeless 
comfort. Some of the biggest names in the industry showcase their 

work within the Firegrill kitchen and bar.

George Fransisco, Chef de Cuisine and recipient of 7 Chef’s Hat 
Awards:

“At Firegrill we are dedicated to sourcing the right ingredients at their 
seasonal best. Using fire, rubs and smoke to create dishes with bold 

flavours and a menu that is relaxed and timeless.”



John Clancy, multi award winning Sommelier:

“The Firegrill wine list represents some of the finest from the major 
wine regions of NSW, Australia, and the world. Many are sourced 
from smaller, often family run vineyards, who strive to create an 

expression of their particular region and for whom respect for the land 
and tradition is of paramount importance. There are no ‘gap-fillers’ on 

our list, all wines are featured on their own merit and because they 
offer something special, unique flavours and distinctive characters.”



Amanda Gilroy, Beverage Consultant and co-creator of the first copper 
distilled alcohol free spirits in Australasia:

“Inspired by local and seasonal Australian fruits and a range of global 
spirits, underpinned by a native bush foods focus, the combination of 
influences bring this complex beverage menu to life. With a core focus 

on trending spirits and the art of distillation driving our ingredient 
production, this is a detailed focus into top shelf in-house beverage 

creation; combining the ancient art of distillation and craft of 
mixology.”



SPACESSPACES



CAPACITY

The casual yet classy main dining room and bar is rich with detail, 
including giant windows, 3 metre tall chandeliers and double height 

featured walls with texture, invoking an open, elegant and fun bistro vibe.

90 Seated Dinner
110 Standing



CAPACITY

The elegant multi-faceted private dining room and event space overlooks 
the restaurant yet retains a sense of privacy. Custom screens, AV 

capabilities and high speed wireless internet available, making this an 
ideal space for presentations, product launches or business meetings.

50 Seated Dinner
70 Standing

SEATING FLOOR PLAN VARIATIONS







CAPACITY

Our rare inner city outdoor courtyard offers highly atmospheric dining 
and drinking for the many subtropical Sydney days and nights.

35 Seated Dinner
50 Standing 



CAPACITY

The chef’s tables showcase our open kitchen and offer an interactive and 
theatrical dining experience. The tall tables offer Kent street city views 

through 7 metre high windows and a perfect coctail party space.

30 Seated Dinner and
30 Standing Cocktail





CAPACITY

The Wall Street style mezz bar and dining area offers an unmatched 
beverage selection, a detailed focus into top shelf in-house beverage 

creation, along with full sommelier wine service. All within an atmosphere 
of old world sumptuous grandeur.

50 Seated Dinner
60 Standing



FIREGRILL WHOLE VENUE

Or, host your event in style by taking exclusive use of the whole 
venue. 300+


